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HAIL, DARING DARLINGS!

Argonauts of '49 were still reeling
from their golden spree when they
made another startling discovery-Yo
Semite. (Punsters to the conh·ary, no
blood ties linked Yo Semite Indians
to the lost h·ibes of Israel!) By mid'50s ladies on sidesaddles and gentlemen wearing silk hats were there,
jogging or scrambling over trails that
led to inspiring views of lakes and
mountains and of water tumbling
more than 2,000 feet down picturesque cliffs. Shirley Sargent, here
shown in Yosemite (it's now a foursyllable single word) has made a
special study of early-day tourists
there. The appropriate cover sketch
is from J AMES M. HuTCHIN GS Scenes
in California ( 1861) .
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LET's HAvE Goon LucK
GUSTAVE FLAUBERT (1821-80), a novelist
who observed sharply and reflected wisely, declared that "If one has a determined purpose, it
is surprising how often one is aided by chance."
To prove him right, we give you Dale L.
Morgan, here pictured as he received the Buffalo Award of the New York Westerners. His
peerless position as biographer of Jedediah
Smith is due to devotion to a continuing purpose. Of common knowledge at the University
of California's Bancroft Library in his persevering and impeccable research. Papers other look
at, he observes closely; opportunities they pass
by unnoticed, he sees and pursues.
The result is that frequently he comes up
with new data on :Mountain Men "in a literature
where," as he says in this issue, "solid information is terrifyingly hard to come by [and] every
fact is a mby beyond price." Moreover, he rejoices that "new things happily keep turning
up" and voices his scholarly glee that discoveries four months after appearance of his The
West of William H . Ashley "opened up a seam
3
in my book."
Luck? Certainly-just as the late Stephen Leacock, Canadian economist and humorist, understood that word.
"I am a great believer in luck," he confided
to a friend, "and I find the harder I work the
more I have of it."

N

Annual History Institute
To Take a Long Look
At World History

ELLEN

H.

LADD

Assistant Executive Secretary,
Conference of California Historical Societies
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"WORLD HISTORY, Is It Local?" is the theme for the twentyfirst Annual History Institute to be held at the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, Calif., March 29 and 30.
Dr. R. Coke Wood, Director of the Pacific Center for Western
Historical Studies ( formez:ly California History Foundation), and
Executive Secretary of the Conference of California Historical
Societies, announces an unusual program. Scheduled speakers include Dr. Frank Stanger, Past President of the Conference and
author of several historical books on the San Mateo region, and
Dr. Maynard Geiger, 0. F . M., Archivist at the Old Santa Barbara
Mission, and the greatest living authority on the early Spanish
period in California.
Dr. Stanger will challenge his audience with the Institute
theme, "How Do You Know It's Local?", at the luncheon on Friday, March 29. Father Geiger will speak at the evening banqu€t
in Callison College Dining Hall. He will attempt to answer in
his dynamic way the question "World History, Is It Local?" Speaking on "A Man, a Mission, a Book, and World Fame." Mr. Hugh
E. Hayes will preside at a book auction, conducted by Sheriff
Michael Canlis, proceeds of which will go to Friends and Sponsors
of the Stuart Library of 'iVestern Americana.
A reception and tea and a conducted tour of the Haggin

Museum, including the Indian Arts and Crafts Exhibit, will highlight Friday afternoon. This is by courtesy of the Junior Women's

Group of the Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, of which
Mr. Stephen A. Gyermek is Director.
On Saturday morning, March 30, the Jedediah Smith Society
will hold its annual breakfast meeting, and Mr. Newton Drury,
Secretary of the Save-the-Redwoods-League, will be the speaker.
He will tell of the J edediah Smith State Redwoods Park and of
efforts to escalate it, with added areas, to the status of a National
Redwoods Park. The Hon. Warren Atherton, former National
Cummander of the American Legion, will preside at the breakfast
as President of the Jedediah Smith Society.
The Saturday morning Institute sessions also will feature world
history with talks and slides by William Dofflemyer and Leonard
Covello.
Mrs. Louisiana Clayton Dart, Past President of the San Luis
Obispo Historical Society, and Curator of the San Luis Obispo
County Museum, will relate first-hand history at the Saturday
luncheon. She holds the rapt attention of her audience, and her
talks sparkle with human interest.
Following long-established custom, the Board of Directors of the
Conference of California Societies will also meet at the time of the
Institute, with sessions so arranged as to permit members to attend
many events. Dr. Albert Shumate, San Francisco physician, is
President of the Conference Board and will preside.
The California History Institute, now in its twenty-first year,
was established in 1947 by the then newly elected President of
the University of the Pacific, Robert E. Burns, and Dr. Rockwell
D. Hunt, Director of the California History Foundation, also just
launched. Ten years later Dr. Hunt was succeeded by Mr. Reginald R. Stuart, who launched THE PACIFIC HisTORIAN and founded
the Stuart Library of Western Americana.
Last year the various Western history interests on the University
of Pacific Campus were brought together by Dr. Leland D. Case
under the Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies, which
replaces the California History Foundation. Dr. Robert E. Burns
announced the reorganization at the 1967 Institute.
The Conference of California Historical Societies is a federation
with nearly 150 group members. It was launched in 1954 by the
old California History Foundation with help from leaders of local
societies. California has no state historical society, so members
rely upon the Conference for training in historical association
methods.
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SHIRLEY SARGENT

Author and Historian
vFho Makes Her Home in the Yosemite

ceHE
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SHIRLEY LETTERS, giving details of rough and colorful mining life on the Feather River in 1851, are well known as is
the history of "Dame Shirley," their petite and gentle author. After
a divorce from her miner-doctor husband. Fayette Clappe, on
April 5, 1857, "Dame Shirley," in reality Louise Amelia Knapp
Smith Clappe, became a teacher in San Francisco's first public
school, Denman Grammar School. 1
She was no ordinary school teacher. Publication of her soon
famous letters in The l'ioneer magazine in 1854-55 had attracted
to her such young and would-be literary lights as Bret Harte and
Mark Twain. Her accounts of a "fallen" woman driven from camp
and a pet frog inspired two of their most popular stories, Harte's
"The Outcasts of Poker Flat," and Twain's "Jumping Frog of

Calaveras County."2
They and other literary figures of the time formed a weekly
salon and her lectures on literature and art and Shakes'p erian read-

ing were events. Soon she taught in high school and her classes
nurtured literary talents in Charles Warren Stoddard and Mary
Viola Tingley, both of whom scored published success as adults.
Poet Stoddard reminisced, "I never left her presence but I was
the richer . . . and her letters to me . . . were as brilliant as they
were exquisitely delicate."3
Mrs. Clappe lived with the John Swett family in their home
where personages such as Emerson, Agassiz, and Julia Ward Howe
were entertained, and others, like John Muir, lived. 4 Mr. Swett was
the California Superintendent of Public Schools, 1863-68, and took
a vital interest in cultural life of the day as it was represented by
personalities such as Mrs. Clappe.
One incident of her life, an 1873 trip to Mariposa and Yosemite,
is little known and this account enlarges upon it. By then Stoddard
was a published poet and Mary Tingley was "Ridinghood," author
of Overland Monthly articles and many lighthearted newspaper
columns. Her admiration of her mentor was evidenced in an
August 1, 1868, column in the Sacramento Weekly Union in which
she said:
Picture a widow, neither very young nor very pretty, but still fascinating
. . Of dignified and suave and elegant address, and with a manner warm
and gushing and winning . . . You ought to hear her read Owen Meredith's
"Aux Italiens," and she'd take you captive by her beautiful conversational
powers. With all this she is such a modest, sensitive violet that she'll go
right out naturally and hide in a fence comer after reading this.

By 1873 Mary Tingley had become the wife of James Henry
Lawrence, lawyer, politician, and editor of the Mariposa Gazette.
The Big Tree and Yosemite country--when railroads
were at their prime. This map is from the Covert Martin
collection at the Stuart Library of Western Americana, Stockton.

Yosemite shots
were popular with
stereoptican viewers.
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When Mrs. Lawrence made a visit to San Francisco in June of
that year she found Mrs. Clappe, then 54, "nervous and worn"
and, as school vacation had begun, packed her up and took her
home to Mariposa.
Like Rich Bar and Indian Bar, Mariposa was a mining settlement which had known boom days, but was quietly between
excitements. What a contribution to history it would have been
had Dame Shirley written a letter about the idleness and decay
of mines there, the hope and optimism of miners who knew there
was still gold "in them thar hills ."
Instead of writing a letter, Shirley, as Mrs. Lawrence called her,
"stayed in bed the first three days . Then she was daily swung in
a hammock under an oak. Soon we had horseback-rides and up the
creek she again panned out gold . "~
How much gold was taken out of Mariposa Creek that June
day Mrs. Lawrence did not say, but Shirley's first try was
documented in her November 25, 1851, letter from Indian Bar.
. . . I have become a mineress; that is, if the having washed a pan of dirt
with my own hands, ancl procured therefrom three dollars and twenty five

c-ents . . . will entitle me to the name . . . "I am sorry I learned the
trade," for I wet my feet, tore my dress, spoilt a pair of new gloves.

From the Covert
Martin Collection
of photos and prints.

nearly froze my fingers, got an awful headache, took cold, and lost a
valuable breastpin, in this my labor of love.

Less dire effects resulted from her nostalgic gold panning on
Mariposa Creek for Shirley was soon possessed of health and
enthusiasm enough to take a trip to Yosemite Valley where hotelkeepers, guides, and stablemen had learned there was gold to be
mined from tourists. The Lawrences, Shirley, and Florence Tingley
traveled by stagecoach to Clark's Station.
Happily, Mrs. Lawrence set down a few details of the MariposaYosemite trip in an appreciative manuscript prepared for a San
1 Biographical material on Dame Shirley was found in San Francisco's
Literary Frontier, Franklin Walker, and the introductions to The Shirley
Letters, edition of 1922, written by Mary V. T. Lawrence, and 1933 and
1961 editions, by Carl I. Wheat.
2 Page xxix of the 1922 introduction to The Shirley Letters.
3 "Confessions of a Reformed Poet," by C. W . Stoddard, ms. Bancroft
Library.
.
4 Ibid. #2, p . xxx. See also Son of the Wilderness, The Life of John Muir,
by Marsh Wolfe. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967).
5 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations are from Mrs. Lawrence's 1922
introduction to The Shirley Letters.
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Where tourists tarry, there spring up baths. It was
so in the hey-day of the coach-drawn visitors at Yosemite. Note
sideburns, riveted steam boiler, and the old wood-staved tanks.

This stylish group is the General Douglass party,
posing on a hitching rail below Yosemite Falls. He was
a distinguished figure of his day and a Mexican War veteran

Both photos from Co·,ert Martin Collection, Stuart Library of Western Americana .

Francisco literary society and published in 1922 as an introduction
to the first edition of The Shirley Letters.
At Clark's Station, now 'Vawona, Lawrence put them in charge
of
Galen Clark, a rare scholar and guardian of the Big Tree Grove and of the
Yosemite Valley. This channing man was much interested in Shirley. From
the hotel we took daily rides with him through the forest . . .

As the stage road to Yosemite Valley was not completed until
1875, the ladies rode the 25 miles on horseback; sidesaddle as Mrs.
Lawrence, at least, proclaimed riding astride to be fatiguing,
dangerous, and unladylike.G
The trip was broken by an overnight stay at Peregoy's Hotel,
a midway spot. In Peregoy's Register 7 for June 16, 1873, this
registration was made, "Mary Lawrence, Mariposa, Mrs. L. S.
Clappe, San Francisco, Miss Florence Tingley, San Francisco."
On the following day the sidesaddle sight-seers found Mr. James M.
Hutchings, of the Illustrated Californa Magazine, awaiting us at the entrance to the valley. He escorted us to his picturesque hotel, where he and
his interesting wife made our three weeks stay most enjoyable.

Again what a colorful letter Shirley could have written about
the "picturesque" hotel which was famed for its Big Tree Room
surrounding a large, living cedar, 8 and of host Hutchings' forgetfulness, erudition and combativenes against legal moves to oust

12

6 Sacramento Weekly Union, Aug. 20, 1820, "Mountain Letter, by Ridinghood."
7 Peregoy's Register, 1870c74, belongs to Miss Bea Peregoy, a great-granddaughter of the hotelkeeping Peregoys. A microfilm copy is in the Yosemite Museum.
8 The old, emancipated cedar still lives, marked by the roofline of the
Big Tree Room, across the highway and a little southwest of Sentinel
Bridge in Yosemife Valley.
9 See In the Heart of the Sierras, James M. Hutchings, and Galen Clark,
Yosemite Guardian, Shirley Sargent.
10 For fuller information on Elvira Hutchings and her family, see Chapter
IV of Pioneers in Petticoats, Shirley Sargent.
11 In the Footprints of the Padres, C. W. Stoddard, Son of the Wildersness,
Wolfe, and Letters to A Friend, John Muir.
12 All three volumes of Snow's Register, 1870-92, are safeguarded in the
Yosemite Museum.
13 "Memories of Emily and Albert Snow," ms. by Pinkie P. Ross, Yosemite
Museum.
14 Mrs. Clappe moved to New York in 1878, to be with her niece. Mrs.

Lawrence's' 1922 introduction concludes, ". .. Charley Stoddard, myself
and others, contributed to her pleasure by letters till the close of her
perfect life at Morristown, New Jersey, on February 9, 1906 ...."

This article would have been enriched by a portrait of
Dame Shirley- Louise Amelia Knapp Smith Clappe- but although the author has searched diligently, none has been
found. If any reader knows of one, kindly write to Miss
Shirley Sargent in care of THE PACIFIC HrsTORIAN- Eds.

him from his 160-acre Yosemite Valley homestead! 9 No letter of
hers told about Elvira Sproat Hutchings whose frailness and painting ability ill-suited her to be a hotelkeeper's wife. 10 Shirley did
not write of the Hutchings' children, tomboy Flay, Cosie, and
little Willie, but her pupil, Charles Warren Stoddard, had, and
John Muir was even then remembering them in his journals and
letters.U
Instead of wielding a pen, Shirley was enthralled with exploring
the spectacular Valley.
Down in the meadows we came upon John Muir sawing logs. He dropped
his logs, and we three went botanizing, and soon were learning all about
the valley's formation as he entrancingly talked.

On June 20th Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs. Clappe, Flora Tingley, and
their guide, George W. Carter, signed Snow's Register12 with gay
but partly undecipherable comments about being "Senior members
of the Modoc Club." Snow's La Casa Nevada hotel stood on a
flat below Nevada Fall "Just as near to heaven as you'll get"
Mrs. Snow liked to tease.l 8 Snow's was the favorite lunch stop
for thousands who hiked or rode to see Vernal and Nevada Falls,
Little Yosemite and higher peaks.
They took many horseback rides and leisurely walks before the 13
three weeks stay was over. Mrs. Lawrence recorded that they had
"met many tourists of distinction, and Shirley forgot that she ever
had a care, and on our way back she galloped along recklessly."
"At our home in Mariposa, we invited friends to come and enjoy Shirley's Shakespearian readings , chiefly comedy. In these Mr.
Lawrence had a happy part."
So ended "Dame Shirley's" visits to Yosemite and Mariposa, unchronicled by any letter of hers, but documented by hotel register
and Mrs. Lawrence's paper, "An Appreciation of Dame Shirley."14

J edediah

Smith

NEW LIGHT ON
ASHLEY & JEDEDIAH SMITH*
DALE

L.

MoRGAN

Biographer of Ashley and Smith and
Life Member, ]edediah Smith Society
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STUDENTS of Western history first became generally aware
of the existence of a body of manuscripts bearing upon William
H. Ashley's Western explorations and experiences in the fur trade
when, in 1918, Harrison C. Dale published his The Ashley-Smith
Explorations and the Discovery of a Central Route to the Pacific,
1822-1829 The Ashley Papers used by Dale had been acquired by
the Missouri Historical Society a few years earlier. Somehow these
papers had come into the possession of Melvin L. Gray, a lawyer
concerned in litigation respecting the Sublette estate during the
1890s, and from Gray's own estate they passed to the Missouri
Historical Society. (At the same time, from the same source, the
Society acquired the Sublette Papers- truly a treasure trove for a
lawsuit to have accumulated!)
The Ashley Papers comprised a rather complicated collection,
0
Mr. Morgan read this important paper to the New York Westerners and it is reproduced from their Brand Book, Vol. XII, No. 4, 1966, as our P-H Scrapbook
feature for this issue. We are grateful to Mr. Morgan and to the New York Westerners . . . Readers are invited to propose important new or old features on
Western history for reprinting in the P-H Scrapbook-Ens.

made up in large parts of drafts or fragments of drafts of letters
written by Ashley to various people in the late 1820s. Chief among
them was that special prize we now think of as the Ashley Narrative, a long letter addressed to General Henry Atkinson from St.
Louis in December, 1825, with a detailed account of Ashley's notable expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1824-1825.
In printing this Narrative, H. C. Dale correctly noted that it was
written in two hands, neither of which was Ashley's, but mistakenly said it consisted of 36 (rather than 32) pages, and erroneously
gave its date as December 1, a mistake often since repeated by
other \vriters. In reality, Ashley simply wrote the name of the
month in its abbreviated form, "Deer.," and Dale misread as a date
the superior letter "r". Ashley left a blank for the date, and clearly
did not fill it in until the final clerical copy was ready to go off
to Atkinson. The Narrative was composed in conformance to a request by Atkinson, dated November 23, 1825, for a sketch of the
country Ashley had traversed on his late tour "across the Rocky
Mountains." In passing, we may note that Dale altered much of
the punctuation and capitalization, as well as some of the spelling,
occasionally changed the word order, added or left out words, and
now and then mistranscribed words, all without doing any real
violence to the content of the manuscript.
In his book of 1918, and again in his revised edition of 1941,
Dale declared that all efforts to locate the letter sent to Atkinson,
and the map that accompanied it, in the files of the War Department, had proved fruitless.
That was a challenge not to be ignored, and when, in 1951, I
embarked in earnest on my biography of Jedediah Smith, one
quarry I resolved to flush in the National Archives was this official
copy of Ashley's letter. Accordingly, my excitement may be appreciated when in a register of letters received in the Adjutant
General's Office I found a notation that such a communication had
been received from General Atkinson in person o~ February 20,
1826. That discovery I made late on a Friday night in the search
rooms of the National Archives, and I had to wait until Monday
morning to inaugurate a search for the letter itself. During that
period from Friday to Monday, I dwelt in a state of euphoria,
having as I supposed unearthed at long last this slippery document Ashley had been at so much trouble to compose.
Historical research conqitions a man to disappointment, though.
On Monday morning, the Adjutant General's files could be made

/5
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to yield no more than Atkinson's cover letter. This said simply:
"I have the honor to enclose herewith the report of Genl. Ashley
of his tour beyond the Rocky mountains, with a topographical
sketch of the country over which he passed. Also a drawing exhibiting the plan of Cant. Barbour."
The enclosures were no longer present. What had become of
Ashley's letter and map? Both might have been referred to some
other office in the War Department, to the Secretary of War, or
even to the President. Every inquiry I instituted led nowhere. At
first I thought Cantonment Barbour that Atkinson's note mentioned
might have been the temporary encampment set up for his military
escort at the mouth of the Yellowstone, when with Benjamin O'Fallon he ascended the Missouri to treat with the Indian tribes in the
summer of 1825. Later I concluded that more logically the reference would be to the cantonment of the same name, set up on the
Missouri a little below Fort Atkinson after the troops came down
from the Yellowstone that summer. This Cantonment Barbour was
not at all irrelevant to the problem, for the Engineer Department,
say, or the Quartermaster's Department might have ended up in
possession of the plan of Cantonment Barbour, with Ashley's letter
and topographical map still attached. If so, I have never been able
to establish the fact. There is no telling whether the Ashley letter
and topographical map have simply been misfiled in the War Department archives, to come forth before the Resurrection Day
through the goodness of God, or whether they have been filed in
some place so illogically logical that no one has yet had the wit
to conceive of it. And we cannot ignore the possibility that the
long-sought documents have escaped from the government archives
entirely. Of course, it is the Ashley map we are now most anxious
to lay hands on; the letter itself might yield no more information
than the date Ashley placed upon it before sending the narrative
on to General Atkinson.
This was how things still stood when my long-delayed Ashley
book issued from the press in February, 1964. Four months later,
Donald Jackson looked in on me at the Bancroft Library while
winding up his new edition of Pike. Knowing that I had been
working on Ashley, Jackson mentioned that in the manuscript collections of the State Historical Society of Missouri at Columbia he
had come upon a long, 45-page letter dated December, 1825, in

which Ashley described to an unknown correspondent his first
Rocky Mountain expedition.

I immediately concluded that either the strayed official copy of
the letter handed over to the Adjutant General's office had at last
come to light, or the actual letter Ashley sent the General had
been preserved in Missouri, a clerical copy only having been taken
to Washington in February, 1826. Within the hour I wrote to the
State Historical Society of Missouri, inquiring minutely into what
I was sure would turn out to be the letter to Atkinson. The Society
was pleased to have their manuscript elucidated, but said that it
appeared to be a draft, in whose hand they could not say. They
sent along a Xerox copy for study, with the information that the
document had been in their possession since before 1900, in all
that time, until Donald Jackson happened upon it, an item of uncertain provenance, unidentified and neglected.
On the arrival of the Xerox copy, I saw that we would have to
go on looking for the copy of the Ashley Narrative sent to General
Atkinson. What we had stumbled upon was something much more
important, the first draft, in Ashley's own hand, of a major source
document in the record of American exploration. I had commented
in The West of William H. Ashley that nobody can expect to write
a truly definitive work of history, because new things happily keep
turning up, and just four months after publication of a work which
printed every known Ashley document significantly related to his
fur trade experiences, this letter had opened up the first seam in
my book.
But why should we feel any excitement over a mere first draft
of a document for which a fair copy already existed? Let us remark some of the differences between this new-found draft copy,
which I shall term the Columbia copy, and the fair copy, to be
described as the St. Louis copy. We shall pay no attention to merely literary differences, confining ourselves to matters of fact.
To begin, then: In the St. Louis copy Ashley tells of leaving
Fort Atkinson for the mountains on November 3, 1824, and of
having advanced by the 6th to within a certain number of miles
of the villages of the Grand Pawnees. The actual number of miles
is left blank. In the Columbia copy the figure is "fifteen" miles, so
plainly written that I cannot conceive why a copyist had any
trouble with Ashley's hadwriting.
Farther along, the fair copy tells of the approach to the Yampa
River during Ashley's epic voyage of discovery down the Green;
in Ashley's language, "we descended fifty miles to the mouth of a
beautiful river emptying on each side . . .." Obviously, that "each"
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did not make sense, and in my Ashley book I offered a bracketed
interpretation of this passage, my conception based on the fact that
the Powell parties of 1869-1871 had noted the existence of an island
immediately at the mouth of the Yampa. To go back, then: "we
descended fifty miles to the mouth of a beautiful river emptying
on each side"- "of an island," I interpolated in my wisdom. I had
not considered the much simpler explanation of this passage offered
by the Columbia copy. Ashley had written simply (and correctly),
"east" side, not "each" side. The island was a gratuitous irrelevance.
On a still later page, in the St. Louis copy Ashley refers to
Great Salt Lake as "a large Lake, represented on your sketch as
Lake Tempagono. .. ." In the Columbia copy, the name of the
lake is "Timpagonas," not quite right, but much closer to "Timpanogas," the name Ashley was trying to get at. And toward the
end of his Narrative, where Ashley describes Jedediah Smith's
journey south from Flathead Post in the winter and spring of
1825, the fair copy says he "inclined- - west." The Columbia
copy says reasonably that he "inclined to the south west." Again
there is no evident reason why the copyist should have made such
hard work of Ashley's handwriting.
Interesting as these details may be- and let me add another:
through much of the manuscript Ashley corrected his dates as
originally written, changing day dates to conform to a calendarsuch details are of rather trifling importance, compared to other
differences between the two texts.
In the St. Louis copy, when speaking of the Shoshone Indians,
Ashley says :

18

The men in my employ here have had but little intercourse with these
people so far they had been treated by them in the most friendly manner,
they had, however, some time in the fall of 1824, attacked and killed several
of our citizens who had crossed from Taus [Taos J and were trading on
the . . .

In the Columbia copy, Ashley wrote of the friendly disposition
of the Shoshones, then said: "but a war party of the Shoshones.
in Octr 1824 met a party of ten of our Citizens who had Crossed
the Country from Taus and killed Eight of them."
This is a passage of paramount importance, describing the massacre of Etienne Provost's party, eight in a company of ten declared to have been slain, and the event dated for October, 1824.

Thus from Ashley we have independent corroboration, with additional information, of Peter Skene Ogden's journal entry of May

22, 1825: "The Americans had a battle last fall with the Snakes &
7 of the former & one of our deserters Patrie O'Connor were killed
& only one Snake fell ." Ashley's date has further significance if ·we
are right in conjecturing that Provost's disaster occured on what is
now known as the Jordan River ,for that would place him in Salt
Lake Valley, in sight of Great Salt Lake, several months before
Jim Bridger had much prospect of descending Bear River from
Cache Valley to reach the lake and become its historic "discoverer."
In the Columbia copy, Ashley struck out the passage just
quoted, substituting the familiar words that the Shoshones, sometime in the fall of 1824, "attacked and killed several of our citizens
who had crossed from Taus" and were trading on a river, the
name of which is a blank in the St. Louis copy. In the original
draft, his hand cramped through having extended his text around
into the right margin, Ashley seems to have supplied the name
"Colubia," doubtless a misspelling of "Columbia"; he was then still
half persuaded that the waters of the Great Salt Lake basin might
comprise part of the watershed of the famous River of the West.
Those who are interested to check up will find that H. C. Dale,
like myself earlier, was here betrayed by his own latter-day wisdom, assuming that Ashley left the name of the river blank because its name was not known to him, and not taking into consideration the possibility that a clerk simply had not been able to
decipher Ashley's handwriting.
In a literature where solid information is terrifyingly hard to
come by, every fact is a ruby beyond price, and we also prize information that induces us to take a hard look at details we have
only supposed to be fact. Let us use Ashley's remarks. on J edediah
Smith as a case in point.
Well known to students are Ashley's appreciative remarks about
Jedediah Smith in the St. Louis copy of the Narrative, which have
given us a large proportion of the very slender store of information 19
we possess concerning Jedediah's travels from the Green River to
the waters of the Salmon, en route to Flathead Post in the summer and fall of 1824. The fair copy ended up like this:
Mr. Jedediah Smith a very intelligent and confidential young man who had
charge of a small detachment l;tated that he had in the fall of 1824 crossed
from the head waters of the Rio Colorado to Lewis' fork of the Columbia
and down the same about one hundred miles, thence northwardly to Clarks'
fork of the Columbia, where he found a trading establishment of the Hudson
Bay Company, where · he remained for some weeks

The much edited sheet in the Ashley document where

the General refers to ]edediah Smith as ''a very intelligent
and confidential (that is, worthy of high confidence) young man."

These remarks had all the earmarks of hard information emanating directly from Jedediah Smith, and on such an assumption, considerable theorizing has been done as to whether Jedediah may
not have made his way to the Snake via Jackson Hole. But let us
turn to the Columbia copy of the Ashley Narrative, to observe the
General struggling with what he wanted to say:
Mr. Jedediah Smith, an intelligent young man, who I equiped with a
small assortment of merchandize and a few men [deleted: crossed the
country] had in the fall of 1824 Crossed from the [ deleted: Rio Colorado]
head waters of the Rio Colorado to Lewis's fork of the Columbia.

The text hadn't come right, so Ashley started over:
Mr. Jedediah Smith [deleted: with six others] a verry intelligent and confidential young man who had charge of a small detachment reported that
he had in the fall of 1824 crossed from the head waters of the Rio Colorado
to Lewiss. forks of the Columbia and down the same about one hundred
miles, thence northwardly [deleted: about three hundred miles] to Clarks
Fork of the Columbia where he found a trading establishment of The Hudson Bay Company and where he remained for some weeks.

Still unsatisfied, Ashley attempted yet another version, undertaking to say that:
a small party of men Equiped by me under the direction of Mr. Jedediah
Smith had in the fall of 1824 crossed from the head waters of the Rio
Colorado to Lewiss fork of the Columbia & decended that River [deleted:
about Eighty or an hundred] one hundred. miles.

And from among all these textual variations, Ashley arrived at
last at the version in the fair copy with which we opened this
discussion.
The point I have arrived at, perhaps tiresomely, is that at the
time Ashley was struggling to express himself, Jedediah Smith was
en route back to the Rockies from St. Louis. Ashley had to be
relying on his own memory of what Smith had told him, and it
was mere happenstance, we might infer, that he ended up giving
General Atkinson the hard information that Jedediah had descended Lewis's Fork (the Snake) about a 100 miles, not 80 or
who knows what, before (as we now know from Alexander Ross's
journal) falling in with the Hudson's Bay Company Snake Country
Expedition on waters of the Salmon, October 14, 1824. The moral
seems to be that we had better not press this or any source too
far, not try to read out of Ashley's text more than he was capable
•
of writing into it.
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Since the Ashley Narrative has interested us above all as a record of exploration, the first word brought back to civilization concerning some very big unknowns, it is more than merely pleasurable for us to observe Ashley struggling also with the mystery posed
by the country west of the Great Salt Lake. In the draft copy he
says:
I met several small parties of Eutaw Indians on this side of the last mentioned range of mountains [the \ Vasatch], [of whom he] enquired particularly about the country Generally they say that the large lake is about Seven
days march (say 100) from where the large R1ver [Bear River] empties into
it on the west end to where a much large river flows out of it on the west
end.

So scrambled was this language that Ashley tried again, harking
back to the range of mountains, now described as "100 miles long,
bearing about W N W & S S E," and detailing the Indian information "that a large river flowing out of it on the west End
runs west as far as they have any knowledge."
All this came out in the fair copy as follows:
I met several small parties of Eutaw Indians on this side of the last
mentioned range of mountains, 100 miles long bearing about W. N. W. &
S. S. E. [who said] that a large river flowing out of it on the west end
runs in the western direction, but they know nothing of its discharge into the
ocean or of the country any considerable distance west of the Lake.

In the draft Ashley wrote: "The charge of a valuable quantity
of furs the safety of which from Indian depredations required my
unremitting ·attention. . . ." then changed his text so that the fair
copy reads: "The necessity of my unremitted attention to my
business prevented me from gratifying a great desire to descend
this river to the Ocean, which I ultimately declined with the
greatest reluctance."
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We know today that no such river flows out of Great Salt Lake
as Ashley supposed, that he was getting a confused Indian report
on the existence of the Humboldt in the country farther west. Some
of his trappers made a vain search for that river of Indian rumor in
the spring of 1826, had a starving time of it in the parched lands
northwest of Great Salt Lake, and for their salvation had to veer

north to the Snake, not even finding the Humboldt, a discovery
left for Peter Skene Ogden to make, two and a half years later.

Harper's Weekly, J uly 11, 1891
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See the Elephant,
PETER T AMONY
Authority on Western Words
and their Seepage into Usage

As

BEFITS ITS BULK, the elephant looms large in American lore.
To a farm-animal oriented people, accustomed to daily metaphors alluding
to horse and cow and pig, the sight of a mammoth pachyderm must have
been an occasion of extraordinary wonder and awe. So it was natural
that to see the elephant developed into an expression denoting "full experience of life or of a certain subject or object," 1 but, as we shall note,
it soon had indigenous overtones in the West where often just beneath
the surface of the commonplace lurked a sense of humor.
1

Albert Barrere and Charles G. Leland, A Dictionary of Slang, ]argon and
Cant (London: The Ballantyne Press, 1889-90) .
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The ancient Greeks may have had a word for the phrase, because they
knew elephants as did the Romans who were introduced to the lumbering
beasts by HannibaL But in modern Europe, to see the elephant seems first
to have been put into print in 16th century France by Montaigne ( 153392). That master of epigram, however, cites a history of India as evidence
that a similar phrase was voiced in the land of the tractable elephant to
verbalize the great cost of learning from experience. An analogue in 16th
century England was to see the lions. In that era, lions were chained in
the Tower of London and became noted objects of curiosity, as kings
have been, such being memorialized in to see the king.2
In America the earliest known example in print of to see the elephant
is in A. B. Longstreet's Georgia Scenes ( 1835): "That's sufficient, as Tom
Haynes said when he saw the elephant."
Sufficiency of a particular experience was the essence of the meaning of
to see the elephant according to Barrere and Leland ( 1890). But those
two early students of Americanisms also detected a bounce in the
phrase. "We might compile a volume of the amusing explanations
and illustrations of this expression which have appeared in American
newspapers," they wrote.3 An airy acceptance of the unusual or unknown,
a bravado for the bizzare, a blithe face for fate - these added ingredients
appear abundantly as the phrase moved westward.
During the Gold Rush, Forty Niners carried the expression across the
continent, enshrining it as the verbal symbol of the journey to the Pacific
or the total adventure and enterprise of the actual search for gold in
California. And when to see the elephant shows up in letters to relatives
back east or in contemporary newspapers of the Far West, it commonly
connotes a sporting acceptance of reality, gay or wry. To the 200,000
young Americans who forsook their homes to plod across the continent
and sail the seas on news of the discovery of gold, California became
the elephant. In California, the whole enterprise, adventure, luck and
labor of gold-seeking was the elephant, symbolically, in diary and story
and picture and song.
2.

Archer Taylor and B. ]. Whiting., A Dictionary o/ American Proverbs
and Proverbial Phrases, 1820-1880, (New York, 1858) Elephant, p.2;
Lion, p .15, 16.
The History and Records of the Elephant Club (Copyright, 1856) "a
profound study of the Metropolitan Elephant i.e., New York)." See
American Speech, XIII, No.2, (April, 1937) , pp.ll2-14.
Other helpful sources include: R. H. Thornton, An American Glossary
(1912); A Dictionary of Americanisms, edited by M. M. Mathews

3

Barrere and Leland, opus cit.

(Chicago, 1951); Oxford English Dictionary (1933) .

May 13 [ 1849] Here we begin to meet people who are turmng back, discouraged. They had seen enough of "the Elephant." No one seems able to explain
that expression - which is the commonest heard on the California Trail. "I suppose," said Meek, "that it comes from circus talk, like if you went to the circus
folks'll ask: 'Well, did you see the Elephant?' - meaning in general, Did you
go where you set out for? Did you see what you went to see? Did you see the
thing you started on through to the end?" As applied to our case it means undergoing the hardships and privations of the California trip, and getting there. You
hear the phrase used variously of these quitters that are heading back to Independence as: "They've seen too much of the Elephant," or "The Elephant's tracks
got too close," In rare instances the continent is referred to as "the Elephant,"
and the continental divide ahead of us [South Pass] as the top of the Elephant's
back.4

A section of the recently published Songs of the Gold Rush5 is "Seeing
the Elephant," this heading of a group of seven songs being the tide of
seventeen stanzas printed in ~ut's Original California Songster of 1855 9 .
Of the words by D. G. Robinson, the music being that of an older tune
by Dan Emmett who composed "Dixie's Land" (Dixie), the editors
write: "one of the best songs in this volume." Other songs in this section
detail the vicissitudes of life in California, and the tribulations of those
who adventure in gold-seeking.
The 1853 center-border woodcut of James M. Hutchings' "The Miner's
Ten Commandments" shows a newly-arrived prospector standing in front
of a shanty on which hangs Ten Commandments, to which an elephant
points with his trunk. A lithographed "new verse-ion" of the MTC, by
Cadex Orion, also pictures an dephant, surmounted by a Moses-like figure
bearing plates of stone. A second lithograph by Britton & Rey, "Past &
Present in California," focuses the elephant as a bridging symbolic figure 7 .
When the deeds of the Forty Niners were recalled in the Centennial
programs of 1949, the characteristic verbalism of the pioneers was not
forgotten. A supplement to the California journal of Mines and Geology
for October, 1949, printed "The Elephant As They Saw It," an assemblage
by Elizabeth L. Egenhoff. This collection of statements dating from 1500
about gold in California, and descriptions of gold mining and contemporary pictures to 1860, is in print and available from the Division of
Mines. In circus parlance, for the small sum of one dollar plus tax, one
Archer Butler Hulbert, Forty-Niners, The Chronicles of the California
Trail (Boston: Little Brown, 1931), "MS. Letters" by E. P. Hatheway,
p.41.
5 R. E. Lingenfelter and Richard A. Dwyer, Songs of the Gold Rush
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1965).
6 John A. Stone, Put's Original California Songster ( c.185 5)
7 Harry F. Peters, California on Stone (Garden Ciry, N . Y.: 1935) Plate
32, MTC by Cadex Orion; Plate 36, "past and present"; Hurching's
printed MTC, mentioned, p.70.
4
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A contemporary gold-rush conception of "A View of the" Elephant"

to

may on one hundred and twenty eight pages see the elephant as she was
in " the days of old, the days of gold, the days of Forry Nine."8
fhere is no doubt that colloquial use of to see the elephant stems from
the open-mouthed astonishment of our founding forefathers upon beholding the beast. The first elephant to come to the United States sailed
into New York harbor on the America, April 13, 1796. As are all strange
and new three-year olds, this six-foot-four female was a sensation. Purchased for $450 in Bengal, she was exhibited by Jacob Crowinshield,
who sold her for $1,000.
A handbill for an exhibition at Newburyport, Massachusetts, September 17, 1797, attributes to Buffon, the French naturalist, this information: "The Elephant is the. most respectable Animal in the "\\'orld. In
siz~ he surpasses all other terrestial creatures, and by his intelligence
makes as near an approach to man, as matter can approach spirit."
As an instance of intelligence and a thing of wonder, an example of
recall is detailed - the recognition of the elephant's owner after an
absence of ten weeks. As soon as his voice was heard, the elephant
trumpeted delight, then caressed him with its trunk, thus reinforcing the
astonishment of those present. Here, perhaps, is the genesis of the phrase,
"an elephant never forgets," graphic examples of which have kept cartoonists in peanuts during this century.
In voicing the "Answer Man" radio program over Columbia Broadcasting System from New York in the 1940s, Tro Harper, the San Francisco bookseller, says that the most difficult query received was, "Did
George Washington ever see an elephant?" Chronological search determined the First President and an elephant were in Philadelphia at the same
time. As the Father of Our Country was a devotee of entertainment, it
must be assumed he saw the elephant!
The second elephant to reach our shores was perhaps of more importance in history. Old Bet was purchased by Hackaliah Bailey of Somers,
New York, for $1,000 in 181 5. He found her not useful for agricultural
work, so exhibited Old Bet around the countryside. This enterprise did
so well, he bought other animals, thus constituting a menagerie. Several
8

To see the elephant is glossed by writers on Americanisms - Bartlett,
De Vere, Farmer, Maitland, Farmer, and Henley. It was used by many
diarists, and has been utilized in tides and chapter headings such as:
Seeing the Elephant, Letters of R . R. Taylor, Forty Niner, edited by ].
W. Caughey, (los Angeles: Ward Ritchie, 1951).
Lucium Beebe and Charles, U. S. West-The Saga of Wells Fargo.
(New York: Dutton, 1949) "Seeing the Elephant with Adams", p.39.
Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg, The American West (New York:
Dutton, 1955), "To See the Elephant," p.86 seq.
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of Bailey's neighbors followed his profitable example until this Westchester area became known as the Cradle of the American Circus. After
being shot down by an irate Maine farmer, Old Bet was memorialized on
a pillar erected by Bailey in front of his Elephant Hotel in Somers.
Ripley's Believe It or Not pictured Old Bet on her high pedestal as "First
Elephant Seen in America," an inaccuracy not uncommon in Ripley.9
Colloquial usage of to see the elephant spread as elephants were exhibited and as menageries became popular. Many amusing explanations
and illustrations tO account for it, as Barrere and Leland report, appeared
continually in the press. But all such should be considered ex post facto,
including such retrospects as the alleged "Have you seen the elephant?"
sign at Barnum's Museum on Broadway in New York, and John G.
Saxe's popular stanzas, "The Blind Men and the Elephant."
Elephants fascinated people. When in 1882 P. T. Barnum bought for
$10,000 the enormous African elephant ]umbo, which had been a favorite
at the London Zoological Gardens for eighteen years, a furor of i~digna
tion stirred England. As a million children plus the Royal Family wailed,
Jumbo's spectacular welcome in New York started the exhibition of the
greatest single attraction in Barnum's circus career. It solidified in
language our word for anything of high proportions. Who can forget that
beautiful morning when "the corn is as high as elephant's eye" in Rodgers
and Hammerstein's 1943 musical success Oklahoma.' And commonplace
American terms for baffingly huge problems became white elephants,
those luxuries with impossible upkeep costs, and pink elephants, visible
only tO inebriates. To this day the figure of the elephant is large in
American print, edirors bracketing the beast in picture and srory just
behind little-clothed beauty contest winners and miscreant politicians, but
far ahead of antic clowns.
When late in 1965 the U. S. Postmaster General announced the Circus
Commemorative postage stamp would have its First Day of Issue at
Delevan, Wisconsin, May 2, 1966, an argument developed between that
state and Somers, New York, as to the "birth place" of the American circus. Somers, with its antique Old Bet standing in Westchester
County - and Phineas T. Barnum being born at Bethel, Connecticut, a
few miles a way - is no doubt in the area from which the traveling
menagerie emanated.
Bur the Circus Commemorative postage stamp was to celebrate
the Golden Age of the American Circus, those forty years straddling
1900, this institution being an amalgam of the menagerie, the equestrian
9 San Francisco Examiner, July 4, 1965, C 1, P.4

The Circus Stamp,
released April Fools Day
1966, at Somers, New York.
ring, and the antic clown. Barbaroo, Wisconsin, is the home of the Circus
World Museum, an enterprise that celebrates varied teatures of the
historic American circus daily each year from May to September. And it
was at Barbaroo that the Ringling brothers trailed their first show, this
being one of the six Wisconsin towns claiming to be "19th Century
Circus Capital of the Nation." Thus does Wisconsin lay claim to being
"The Mother of Circuses." lD
All of this presented a neat problem for the lawmakers. But politics
is the practice of compromise. The stamp was unveiled on April Fool's
Day, 1966, at Somers, New York, in headquarters of the local historical
society within the old Elephant Hotel, now the town hall. A special
cancellation, authorized by the Postmaster General, gave recognition to
the historical connection of Somers with the American circus through
Old Bet. But the mail was first franked from Delevan over in Wisconsin,
the Circus State.
The stamp? A circus clown! With no reflection on its designer, let
it be said that the circus clown is the perennial subject of painters, good
and bad, it being impossible to make an error in draughtmanship or coloring limning such creatures. Elephants have heads, carry a trunk, have
large toenails and a tail; perhaps even a small elephant is too large for
a five-cent stamp.ll
Whatever the reason, Uncle Sam's Post Office passed an opportunity
to reflect the American history of the circus, a characteristic verbalism that
voiced the booming march of the transcontinental migration to El Dorado,
and a picturesque facet of the history of California.
The Post Office just did NOT see the elephant!
10

11

John and Alice Durant, Pictorial History of the American Circus, (New
York: A. S. Barnes, 1957). See also John N. Kane, Famous First Facts
(New York: H. W. Wilson, 1964) .
For discussion of the Circus Commemorative stamp, see:
New York Times, 1966: January 8, 27/8; January 9, II, 25 j 1; April
2, 24 / 5; May 3, 30/1.
Stamps, 1966 : 135, No. 1 (April 21), p.ll; 135, No. 5 (April 30),
p .234.
American Philatelist 79, No.8; (May, 1966), p . 588.
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About the event that set the stage
for a dramatic moment in history

CUSTER TO BARRETT:
Come, Join Our Fun
In the Black Hills I

Custer's 1874 expedition stabbed into the sacred heartland of the Sioux. He found gold as expected- but two
years later over in Montana at the Little Big Horn, they
exacted their price in blood . . . Custer eagerly wanted
Lawrence Barrett, his intimate friend and a distinguished
Shakespearean actor, on the Black Hills tour, but Barrett declined the invitation. Hitherto unknown, it is from
the personal library of Senator Clinton P. Anderson, of
New Mexico, and published by special permission.
Custer buffs- and they are a well organized band!- will
note that this is our second Custer "first." In the last
issue we reported discovery at Tucson, Ariz., of two
long-lost panels of that masterpiece of barroom art,
Custer's Last Fight. Next?- EmToRs.
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FoRT LINCOLN, DAKOTA

May 19th, 1874
MY DEAR LAWRENCE:

Your letter in quick response to my telegram carne in due time
and I do not doubt that you have often wondered since "why
Custer don't write." Well, as matters have turned out I ought to

have written you the same day, and again this morning my reasons for delay were as follows:
I desired and you wished also that I should inform you of my

LAWRENCE BARRETT.

949 BROADWAY , NY
. .
.

General Custer and his beauteous wife, Elizabeth, zn their .home at Fort Lincoln (now in North Dakota). Note the trophies of the hunt and the Rogers statu ettes.

George Armstrong Custer
ranked last in his West Point
class but was a Civil ·w ar General
at 23.
Here he·'s shown in his
beloved buckskin- though usually
he set it off with a sombrero.
The accompanying letter gives rare
insight into his sartorial preferences.
The engraving is from the Century
Illustrated Magazine for January, 1892.
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plans for the summer. I was particuTarly anxious to do this in order
that your plans for visiting me could be made promptly. Now for
my delay, I could not write definil<"ly as to my movements so far
as duties are concerned until I could hear from General Sheridan,
who in turn had to consult with the authorities in Washington.
From day to day I have been looking for tidings from General
Sheridan until yesterday when the long looked for, long desired
telegram came commencing in these words : "orders received for
your expedition" etc. etc. concluding with the announcement that
particulars would be sent by mail. I now know enough to say
when I will start and when return as both these dates are under
my control. I have telepgraphed that we will start not later than
the 15th of Jtine, depending on the conditions of the grass. I will

The first page of Custer's letter to Barrett,
which runs twelve rambling pages. It throws new light
on preparations made for the invasion of the Sioux country.

Custer had promised friend Barrett the trip would
be a ball -- and it was if this officers' mess was typical.

Custer and a grizzly he killed in the Hills. These
photographs are typical of more than 60 taken by Illingworth.

RECOl\~AISS.\:\CE

Of THE BLACK HILLS

1\rtl'ltroop!under(oi'I'\ITillrldoi

LT COL G.ACL:STERi'~CA\W.RY.
by

CAPT I\3LL'Dll)l"' CORPS OF£:-;"Gr.<T.f.R:i

SCALtOr)oi iLCS

Official map by Captain Ludlow, as rc..-drawn for Motor Travel; from The Black Hills Engincef', November, 19~.

be absent from this point not to exceed two months .. Therefore, if
we set out from here on or before the 15th of June, our return
would be on or before the 15th of August. From your letter in
which you give the date of termination of present session 5th of
June and the date at which you must commence preparations for
fall campaign, I am not encouraged as to the prospect of receiving
the long expected visit unless you can arrange to be absent for
two·months commencing June 15th. It is one of those propositions
which cannot be considered except by wholesale for the reason
that we wave our adieux to Fort Lincoln on the 15th of June, we
bid adieux to civilization and civilized beings until our final return
and plunge into regions hitherto unvisited by white men.
If you could or can tear yourself away from your business engagements long enough to accompany us, I feel assured it would
do more to renew and strengthen your energies physical and mental
than anything you might do. You would return a. new man and
feel as if you had really been drinking the true elixir of life. The
expedition is entirely peaceful in its object, it being the intention to
explore the country known as the Black Hills and gain some
knowledge as to the nature of the latter. For many years it has
been believed from statements made by Indians that the Black
Hills are rich in minerals. It is well known that we will pass
through the best game region in this country - elk, deer, antelope,
grizzly bear and cinnamon bear, beaver and other smaller animals.
I say that our object is a peaceful one but I have no idea that
our trip will be. The Indians have long opposed all efforts of white
men to enter the Black Hills and I feel confident that the Sioux
will combine their entire strength and endeavor to oppose our
progress. I will have a well equipped force, strong enough to take
care of itself and of its friends who will honor us by their presence.
I will have ten full companies of the best cavalry in Uncle Sam's
service, a detachment of Indian scouts taken from bands friendly
to the whites and hostile to the Sioux, and a section of Gatling
guns: the latter capable of being fired fifty times a minute. I will
tell you candidly that we will have contests with the noble red
man but my friend, Lawrence, need feel no anxiety on that score
as he can remain an impartial observer of the battle and be expesed
to no danger whatever.

The trip will be deeply interesting from many courses. We expect
to discover a rich and valuable country. The Indians described the
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scenery as wonderfully interesting and beautiful. One portion of it
is named by them "the country of the long bones" from the fact
that the land is filled with numerous petrifications of animals from
the description of which must have belonged to a species larger
than any now inhabiting this country.
There will be a very pleasant party of officers in my command.
1 also expect Col. Fred Grant and Gen. Forsyth of Sheridan's staff
to report to me for duty during the expedition. Our marches will
be made leisurely and will not be fatiguing. We all look forward
to it as the expedition. General Sheridan, who visited me a couple
of weeks ago to confer as to the details of the movement, says it
will be the most interesting expedition since the war.
Now Lawrence, I have stated all the conditions. I would not as~
or expect you to put yourself in danger. I believe in every man
following his legitimate calling. Yours is neither to kill or be killed
by Indians and if there is any of this work to be done, you can
remain a spectator under circumstances involving no personal
danger. We will receive no mails while absent but I hope by
means of my Indian scouts in whom I have every confidence, to
send letters back probably once a week. The scouts will have to
travel under cover of night and conceal themselves during the day.
Now if you can possibly absent yourself during the two months
referred to, come and go with us and you will never regret it. I
have a comfortable large tent of which I will be the sole occupant
unless you are my companion.
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You shall taste of greater varieties of game than a New Yorker
has ever dreamed of and it will not be such as you obtain in the
market places sometimes of doubtful condition, but it will be of
such delicious flavor and condition as \:vill make you wonder if you
ever really tasted game before. :Murat himself would envy you.
The appetite you will have for food and the soundness of your
sleep will be so different from those usually enjoyed by professional
gentlemen in all kinds of life, that you will think you have fallen
into fairyland and when you return to the states you will feel like
a man who has been granted a renewed lease of life. This is no
fancy sketch but is proven by the experience of hundreds of my
companions.
Now then, can you not arrange your affairs so that you can devote two months to health, pleasure and a different life? The out-

Bismarck Tribune.
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fit you will require will be of the simplest and plainest material.
You will feel it a splendid place to wear out old clothes. You will
require three or four colored shirts. Most of our officers wear a
blue flannel shirt trimmed with white braid, something like a
Navy shirt. On ordinarily warm days we wear no coats but ride
in our shirt sleeves. It is the freest, easiest sort of life one can
imagine. I generally wear buckskin coat and pants winter and
summer. You will not require but four changes, your pants and
boots should be made with reference to the riding. You will require no arms. I can furnish you anything required in that line
from a ten pounder to a hunting knife. You will also require one
India rubber overcoat and overalls for wet weather, a broad
brimmed slouch hat, a couple of comfortable blankets. I could
furnish you blankets in abundance, but the quality would not be
satisfactory perhaps. It is, however, such as we use. Your outfit
need not cost · you but a few dollars - less than the price of one
weeks board at a hotel. Your expenses will be those incurred in
travelling by rail to and from this point.
If you can find any stores or hotel or other places to spend
money from the time you leave this point until we return, you
will be a greater discoverer than Livingston. Now my dear boy,
see if you cannot arrange to join us. You will never regret it, I
am sure, and I know I would enjoy your visit more than language
can express . Write me at once and give me your decision. I am in
the midst of busy preparations for the march and this will account
for the absence from this epistle of reference to affairs generally.
We are all well and have had a delightfully pleasant winter in all
respects. It seemed so hard to have you and Mrs. Barret come so
far west and yet not reach us . We must surely meet when your
fall engagement commences. I speak now of thee and thine and
me and mine. As for you, I will continue to hope that the fates
will so ararnge it that I may welcome you the the comradeship 43
of my camp and cot during my ramble to the Black Hills.
I must say adieux for the present. 1\tluch love to Mrs. Barret and
yourself from Mrs. Custer and her better half. Write to me . and
say "''m coming."
Truly your sincere friend,

CUSTER

"The Trapper's Bride" - Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore.
Alfred Jacob Miller (1810-74} did this romantic watercolor
in 1837. He is said to be the first artist to paint the Rockies.

tGRANDMA WAS AN INDIAN'
An interview with

As recorded by

HARRIET

DAviD PEPIN

D.

MUNNICK

This is a bit of rare Western Americans- a simply related story of
the French Canadian voyageur who helped make beaver trapping
profitable to the Hudson's Bay Company.
David Pepin, dit LaChance, was living at Canyonville, Ore., in
1960 when Mrs . Munnick conscientiously recorded his words as he
spoke them. He was aged 87 at the time, but aside from minor
lapses on dates, his memory was vivid, lucid, reliable and neither
misfortune nor age had quelled his Gallic instinct for the dramatic.
The day Mrs. Munnick called, the temperature had reached 100
degree but he still followed the old-style custom of wearing long
underwear. It came to view as he rolled up his trousers to demonstrate the mishap that broke his legs.
"Twelve hundred dollars for those," he said with a grin, "and
THEN they are both crooked!" It was a joke, not a complaint.
"I can hear you talk- ah-rooh, ah rooh- but I can't make out
words," he said with an apologetic gesture. ''This is my way of
doing it."
He handed her a pencil and a small blue notebook. Writing by
the most recent visitor-"Where do you want to be buried at?"cued Mrs. Munnick to her interviewee's system. She wrote her
queries; he squinted, then slowly made them out. When finally he
understood she wanted his life story, he was on sure ground and
his narrative flowed with the easy sequence of the born story teller.
Frequently he paused for effect, or punctuated his words with a
crook of fingers, a gesture of arms, a twist of body, and grins or
grimaces of his lined but expressive face. He was the actor; this
was his day .. .
I see now what you're getting at. Very well, I start at the beginning.
My dad was eighteen years old, a blacksmith. Grandpa Guillame
Pepin was a blacksmith, too, a good blacksmith at Montreal, and
he taught my dad his trade. Now dad was eighteen, and when the

brigades left, he was wild to go west with them, but grandpa said
no, I've taught you my trade, you stay here with me.
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ABOUT MRs. MuNNICK
A joy editors share with readers is
acquaintance with authors- especially
those who glow with enthusiasm . . .
Item: HARRIET D. MuNNICK
A University of Oregon alumna,
>he has retired after 40 years of
teaching math to highschoolers- but
is busier than before. The FrenchCanadians who settled on French
Prairie in the 1830s fascinate her.
"Followed by my son, camera in
hand, I love to dig at old house
sites," she writes, "and sift soil for
relics. I interview descendents and
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Grandma took the boy aside, "Let him alone; say nothing. He
get over it."
So that evening he put on his coat like he's just going out someplace, but he went to see the governor and signed up to go on
the trip. He gave him ten dollars or so, and then he was bound
to go. The trip took six months, all down Lake Superior, and
those rivers, and across the Rocky Mountains till they came to the
Snake River and down that to Fort Vancouver. April to December- they got to Fort Vancouver the day before Christmas, December 24, 1836.1
Everybody was out on the landing when they came in, so glad
to see them and make them welcome. McLoughlin, he was the
governor of all that country," he parcelled them out, so many to
this home, so many to that, to stay. My dad he sent and two others
to the house where my mother lived. She was sixteen years old.
and she lived with her mother, Grandma Goodrich. 3 Now I go
back and tell you about that so you understand the full story.
Grandma was an Indian woman. She married a Frenchman, and
they went everywhere trapping, on the headwaters of the Missouri,
all over. It was a life of hardships. Then one evening the Blackfeets4 surrounded them. They pretended to be friends . They
stacked their guns in the middle of the camp all right, but each
one had a knife under his shirt, under his arm. Then they would
move around to sit by Frenchmen, two by two, one on each side.
One edged up to Grandma and asked for a smoke, that way,
but Grandma knew enough about their ways to know what was

..

track down their tales very happily."
Her very special inte rest is Michel
LaFramboise, a Hudson's Bay Co.
man whose work is recalled by
French Camp, a village in California
just south of Stockton. vVe hope to
present his story in THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN, with a rare picture of him
recently found by Mrs . ,\funnick.
We are grateful to the Marion
County Historical Society, Salem,
Ore., for the privilege o~ drawing
upon it's Marion County History, 1961,
which carried in similar fonn the interview that Mrs. Munnick had with
David Pepin, dit LaChance.- Eds.

going on. She pushed him aside -she was a little, quick-tempered
woman anyway- pretending to be busy at something. But when he
moved away, she rolled up her little baby in a blanket and slipped
out into the woods. She could hear what went on, stab and slash,
cut to pieces! In the morning she saw their bodies all laying
around scattered, white, for they even took their clothes, the fur
packs, everything.
1 Fort Vancouver, Wash., was a Hudson's Bay Co. post, 1825-49, and later
became a U.S. Army fort. It was made a National Monument in 1954.
2 John McLoughlin, born near Quebec in 1784, was a physician and a fur
trader. From 1824 to 1846 he was in charge of the Hudson's Bay Co. interests in the Columbia River country. His headquarters were at Fort
Vancouver when Jedediah Smith, the first American to cross overland to
California ( 1826), and three companions staggered in after the massacre
of most of his party on the Umpqua River. McLoughlin's aid to Smith in
recovering stolen furs from the Indians is typical of his firmness with the
aborigines and his kindliness toward his fellows, whether British or American. McLoughlin became an American citizen in 1849 and died in 1857.
3 Goodrich (no first name known) was one of the American hangers-on who
so annoyed Peter Skene Ogden. See HBC Society Publications, Vol. XIII,
p. lx. Goodrich and Johnson, two Americans, had joined Ogden's party,
but altercations over debts and other troubles caused them, with others,
to desert Ogden. The Americans did not re-enter HBC employ.
4 The Blackfoot Indians ranged the Upper Missouri above the Yellowstone,
west of the Rockies, and were unremittingly hostile to neighboring tribes
and to white men. Surviving me mbers today are on reservation in Mon-

tana and Alberta, where they still carry on richly ceremonial dances and
rites. For a full account, see J. C. Ewer's Blackfeet: Raiders on the Northwestern Plains, published in 1958.
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What to do? No food, those Blackfeets! She knew where there
was a cache, where they store supplies and furs, a long way down
the river, so she start for that. She travel only by night, hide out
daytimes because of the Blackfeets. She had nothing to eat, and
her milk dried up, so by and by all she could do was dip her
finger in water- so- and drip water in the baby's mouth, a drop
at a time. She got across the mountains in ten days; her mukluks
were all worn out and she was barefoot. Oh, she was just weaving,
and her feet all swollen from nettles and rocks.
So on the tenth day she was sitting with her feet in the water
soaking them; she heard something "swish-ah, swish-ah" coming
through the bushes, and she thought the Indians had found her.
But it was a Frenchman staggered out, this way and that way,
his back all slashed and his arm cut open, terrible- and he fell
into the water. She knew him; he was one of their own party.
"How did you get way?" she caried, "Our people were all
killed!"
"No, I was not killed. I fell down and lay still. They thought
I was dead . .After they were gone I crawled away into the woods,
all cut to pieces."
So Grandma told him about the cache and they kept on to the
place. She told him to stand in the water and pull the moss out
of a hole in the rock; that was the cache, and there were supplies
in there, even some food, dried meat. She always was very handy
with sewing things, so she stitched up cloths for him, and a tent,
and she told him where there were several other caches.
But they couldn't stay there, they had to get back to Fort Vancouver somehow. They rested ten days. While they were talking
about what to do, along came Utah [Ogden)5 with a train of 30
men to the cache. Utah was the boss of the trappers in that part of
the country and all around Salt Lake, a very important man. He
wanted to help the lost ones. "What do we do? Our horses are all
loaded, and you cannot walk!" Now there was with this pack train
an American named Goodrich, on his way to open a Hudson's
[Bay] Company store at The Dalles 6 for McLoughlin. He walked
by where Grandma was sitting, looking out of the corner of his
eye, several times he walked by. Then he said he would take her
if she would marry him.
"No," she replied, crying, "My husband has just been killed and
I don't want another."
He talked some more, she cried, and Utah said, "See this rich

"

man! He will make you a fine husband! It is the only thing to
do."
At last she consented, for it was the only way out, and Utah
saw to the marriage, an Indian marriage, until they could get
down to Vancouver. Goodrich had a big brown mare, an American
mare, easy riding, not one of these Indian ponies, and she had a
three months old colt with her. Goodrich gave the mare to Grandma, but the colt, he said, the colt is for the baby; it is hers to
keep. He made a little tiny packsaddle out of a forked branch,
and tied two beaver traps on the colt, one on each side, and the
traps went "jing, jing" as they travelled. And when the colt
wanted to nurse, he'd put his head down and the traps went "jing,
jing", but the mare didn't mind at all.
·when the train reachea The Dalles, the horses were left and
the rest of the trip was made by canoe. Grandma always went
with her husband on his trading trips after that. He went between
The Dalles and Fort Vancouver. But when her new baby was
born at Fort Vancouver, she said, "Not this time, next time", for
the baby, Susanne, was only two weeks old and Grandma was still
weak. So Goodrich went alone that time.
Just before he got to The Dalles his canoe got caught in a
whirlpool and he was drowned. They sent a messenger on horseback to tell Grandma. She went up to The Dalles on horseback
right away. They found his body; they buried him on the bluff
just above The Dalles under a big oak tree.
Well, Grandma married Gobin; they had a Donation Land
Claim near Champoeg.' The law was, the wife had 160 acres and
the husband had 160, but they had to live on it to prove up on
it. So they built a big log house, Oh, twenty by fifty feet, right
across the line. It stood there a long time; I've seen it myself years
later. Grandma had her bedroom on her side, and nobody could
claim she didn't live on her half! Grandma and Gobin both went
to the gold fields in 1849, and both died there of the plague.
Now back to Fort Vancouver. Dad celebrated Christmas Day
Peter Skene Ogden, vide supra, was a Hudson's Bay man who was active
in beaver trapping and trading. His name is perpetuated by Ogden, Utah.
6 The Dalles is now a county seat town of 10,000 in northern Oregon on the
Columbia River. In 1838 a mission was established there, but it was
abandoned in 1847 and replaced by a fort. The name is from a gorge and
rapids, now inundated by waters backed up by The Dalles Dam.

5

7 Champoeg, in northwest Oregon on the Willamette River, is the site of
the first ( 1843) provisional territorial government on the West Coast. The
Champoeg Memorial State Park's museum recalls the area's history.
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there with Grandma and this girl, and McLoughlin went around
to all the houses to make everyone welcome. Pretty soon they
sent my dad to Puyallup 8 because he was a blacksmith and they
wanted him to keep things in repair up there.
He went back to Canada on one of the brigade trips and spent
the winter with his parents there. Of course he told them all about
the country, how mild it was, and what a wonderful place. Then
his sister Catherine spoke up, ''I'm going back with you!"
"Oh, no, no, said everyone, you can't do that!" They were
Catholic, and strict-! Dad told her, "It's a rough, hard trip, no
place for a single woman at all. You just can't do it."
"Then I'll get married first," was her answer.
She was the only sister he had, 32 years old, and not married
yet. So he said he'd look around, see what could be done. That
evening he met a fellow he knew, told him, "Why don't you marry
my sister Catherine?" and the fellow said, ''I'll go see her!" for he
admitted he'd been casting eyes that direction for some time. They
were married, this John- Jean, you say it in French- and she came
with the brigade.
When my dad came back to Fort Vancouver after five years, he
went to see my mother and asked her to marry him. She said yes,
and when he asked Grandma about it, she said it was all right if
that was what they wanted, "Only I live here with this girl, you'll
have to keep me." (This was before she married Gobin.) ''I've had
a life of hardship and I am getting old."
My brother Thomas and I are the only ones left from our
family. 9 He is eight years older than I am. You don't see many of
the old Canadians any more; half-breed, yes, but not Canadians.
[Ah, the gentle vanity of the old man, as if his granmother Goodrich had not been "Nancy, of The Dalles Nation!"] I will be 87
years old in September. I was the yougest of the family, and by
the time I was a boy, my dad was getting too old to work. You
know how things were in those days- people were all heavy drinkS Puyallup is prosperous city of 12,000 in a fertile valley, famed for daffodils, in western Washington, east of Tacoma. It was settled in 1854.
9 The dates are not entirely accurate; the men were 87 and 93 when interviewed. Thomas Prosper, the older brother, was then a patient in the
Manor Nursing Home at Grand Ronde, Ore. Both men have since died.
10 Grande Ronde, is an Oregon village on the Grand Ronde River which
flows 175 miles, rising in Oregon to join the Snake in Washington. The
name recalls the role of the French Canadian boatmen during the furtrapping era.
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Tf'Gd€, Paul Chrisler Philips, University of Oldahoma Press.

A French voyageur or engage, representative of the
type produced by the fur trade. From an oil painting by
Mrs. Samuel B. Abbe, courtesy of Minnesota Historical Society.
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ers, money was no account. Five dollars a bushel for wheat, but
it all slipped away, just like nothing.
My dad went to live with Dave Leno; he married my sister
Tilmer. I went to see her not long before she died in the Grand
Ronde Hospital. 10 She was about 99 years old. She had been real
large- round, like this- and when I saw her her face was about

the same, round, but under the covers her body was thin as a
knife. She was just shrinking away, dying by inches of old age.
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Leno was a blacksmith, too, and got $1,200 a year. They had a
little girl about my age, and we went to school together at Grand
Ronde, the Sisters' school. That's where I got what little education I have, I'm thankful to say. Father Croquet and the Sisters
taught us.
The roads were so bad in those days you can't imagine it now.
I've seen a wagon get stuck in the middle of the road and left
there all winter, and horses up to their knees in mud. I don't know
whether you know Butler's store? It was only three miles, but over
those roads! Mail came by horseback from McMinnville, and was
supposed to get in at six o'lclock. When I was fourteen it was my
job to bring the mail from Butler's to Grand Ronde. Sometimes it
was midnight before I got back. The Mother Superior had a little
light on in her room for me. Wen they saw how many hours I
put in, the Agent gave me ten dollars a month, so I was a mail
carrier!
I worked around after I quit school. Then I went back and
told the Sisters I wanter to marry a little girl there. I had gone to
school with her and had known her for a long time. He name
was Menard. I told the Agent the same, and they agreed it would
be all right. She was well likened by the Sisters, and she was a
Christian, too. So we were married in July. The Sisters fixed the
wedding breakfast, and there were 56 guests. My family, brothersin-law, and all 56 guests!
I said money meant nothing in those days. Now I will tell you
of my own dumb folly . I had 160 acres of land from the government, and 28 more in_what you call New Grand Ronde. My wife
had 240 when her father died. I built a house and raised cattle.
To this day I dont' know what became of it all. l don't know, by
gum, how!
Oh, sickness came ... Our first child died when she was three
months old. Two more came, little girls, and that is all the children
we had. One of them got sick, and the nearest doctor had to come
from Willamina. It was twenty dollars a trip; he made five trips.
Then the other one got sick, and he had to make three trips.
Then I got appendicitis. I let it go too long, till it ruptured and
they gave me up. For twelve weeks I laid in that hosital in Portland ,and finally they let me go home, but I must take it easy. I
walked all curled over, like this, and for a year and a half I
couldn't so much as split a stick of kindling for my wife.
Then this hurt me the most of all, my wife's chest got all wrong.

I took her to different doctors. They gave it a name, but her
chest was all wrong in here, and they said there was nothing they
could do, so I said, "Come, we will go out of here." Finally I took
he to one doctor- this was way up in Washington- and when she
was not there, I said I wanted the truth, and the doctor said, "She
will not be here in 30 days. Take her home, get a tent and roll
the sides up, if that will make her any easier in her mind, and
let the fresh air blow through."
So that is what I did. She used to be short and chunky, but
now she was thin like this [holding up his hand sidewise ]. She
wouldn't let me out of her sight from that day on, l don't know
why. Day and night I stayed with her; I sat in a rocker beside
her bed; I wouldn't sit on her bed to disturb her. On the 29th day
she called me with her finger crooked, so, and said, "I want you
to tell me the truth. Did the doctor say I would get over this, or
is this it?"
What could I do? I wouldn't lie to her; when she asked me
with her last breath I wouldn't lie to her! I wouldn't say yes and
I couldn't say no. I solved it in this way: I went and took this
picture off the wall- I have it still; I'll show it to you. [Here he
brought a little framed oleograph out of the cell that is his bedroom.] You see- the Holy Virgin, the Infant Jesus, Joseph, and
these are the angels. I held it up before her and pointed, like this.
"Look above. Look up to God. It is not for me to say; He is the
Judge; put your trust in Him." She bowed her head down, and
that was all- dead . . .
I don't deny I drink a glass of beer sometimes . Good cold beer
at the tavern. You should taste that water! [Motioning toward the
bare metal pipe under the window] . Tastes like out of a teakettle.
But never more than one glass a day- the high blood pressure!
One day I was sitting at a table with a poor old man- people at
the tavern give him little jobs to keep him happy- and I thought 5 3
I was the oldest man in Canyonville. I'll be 87 years old come
September. Then some one said no, there was a fellow up the
canyon 91 years old, and he had me beat. I yelled, "Give me a
pair of gloves! I FIGHT him!"
Then they pounded their shoulders and slapped their knees
laughing, and they described him to me. He is about five, no just
about four feet high, and crooked like a claw, all bent over, thin
as a knife! They laughed a lot, a big man like me to box a little
fellow four feet high!

ANZA, EXPLORER
OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY
Anza and the Northwest Frontier of
New Spain by J. N. Bowman and
Robert F. Heizer (Los Angeles:
Southwest Museum, 1967); 182 pp.,
illus., index; $8.75.
Reviewer: GEORGE B. EcKHART, researcher of Mission history, Tucson,
Arizona.
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As California approaches its bicentennial of the arrival at San Diego
in 1769 of Don Gaspar de Portola,
the name of another Spanish cavalier
also will appear much in the news:
Colonel Juan Bautista de Anza. No
recent book does Anza better historical justice than this study of his
career by two eminent professors at
the University of California at Berkeley.
Portola's discoveries had made
New Spain aware of the vacuum on
its northwest frontier; it was Anza's
role to organize colonists to fill it
lest the Russians or the English get
there first. (Not till Jedediah Smith
showed up at San Gabriel Mission,
near Los Angeles, in 1826 did the
Spanish settlers seriously think of
Yankees from the east as a threat.)
As captain of cavalry at Tubac, a
few miles south of the village where
Tucson, Arizona, now sprawls, Anza
was determined to find an overland
route to the Pacific.
Accompanied by Father Garces,
he started in 1774, but the Apaches
stole many of his best horses. In
1775 with better equipment, his
"army" of thirty soldiers and some

two hundred settlers moved on. By

1776 Anza was exploring the Bay
Area and pointed out a practical site
for the presidio which later was
placed there . The authors definitely
state that Anza did not found the
city- but this is a point of argument
among historians.
Thoughtful reading of this book,
however, reveals ample honor and
glory for Anza. He guided his party
over many miles of unmapped country without the loss of a single person. Later in New Mexico, he stood
out as an able military man and a
governor.
Profound scholarly research went
into this study. The bibliography is
ample. A generous use of modem
photographs links the past to the
present. And proof that Anza's grave
is at Arispe will be gratifying to all
students of Southwestern history, but
especially to the Sonorans who hold
him in high esteem and now become
the custodians of his remains.

MUTED EMOTIONS: AN
EARLY MISSIONARY DIARY
Missionary Among the Indians: an
Early Diary, A Record of Travels in
Arizona and California, 1775 - 1776 by
Fr. Francisco Garces, edited by John
Galvin (San Francisco: John HowellBooks, 1967), ix, 113 pp., illus.,
biblio., fold. maps, index: $7.50.
Reviewer: PAUL WITHERINGTON, Assistant Professor of English, University
of the Pacific.

One would expect a missionary
priest who entered the wilderness
with a large canvas showing on one

•

side the Virgin Mary and on the
other a man tormented in hell to
take a rigid, intolerant approach to
his wdrk. This does not seem to have
been the case with Father Francisco
Garces, Spanish explorer-missionary
among the Indians in what is now
Arizona and southern California.
During the eleven month tour described in this travel diary (17751776), he visited twenty or more
Indian "nations," instructing them
and administering church rites to
those in need. Father Garces' Catholic core is never in doubt, but he
does not take the absolutist's convertor-kill approach. Nor does he oversimplify the Indian by seeing in him
the devil or noble savage that many
early American missionaries saw.
Rather, his concern for primitives
seems individual and personal (though
at time condescending in the way
that priests of all times have beenor seemed-condescending), and he
was respected everywhere.
Although the narrative continually
asserts a personal approach, the style
Pima women--from the new
works to deny all personality. Obedition
of Father Garces' Travels.
jectivity is of course suited to the
twofold purpose of Father Garces'
petrifaction of Father Garces' prose;
expedition: to find out which tribes
from the glimpses he gives us we
"were disposed and ready for resense a colorful man whose thoughts
ligious instruction and for becoming
and feelings we would like to know
subjects of our Sovereign," and to
more closely. Here we are blocked:
look for an overland route between
the style does not merely serve its
settlements of the Colorado River and
purpose, it is subservient to it, somethe Monterey-San Francisco area.
times
to the point of dehumanization,
A report would go to the Spanish
not only of the narrator but of the
king, and to this end details of longitribes he visits.
tude and latitude, the notation and
Even granting the need for obnaming of minor land features, and
jectivity, we find it strange that one
the counting of "souls" and "nations"
who knew the value of pictures and
would be more important than a dissign language in dealing with Indians
play of personal feelings. Yet we
should have so often denied visual
miss the subjectivity of compassion,

fear, and joy all the more because

qualities to his own prose. Although

we feel them so strongly behind the

Father Garces makes some effort to
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Indians and their country taken from
describe customs, dwellings, and per19th-century drawings. There is even
sonalities, the total effect is vague,
a glossary. Because of Father Garces
perhaps because he spreads himself
pioneering efforts and Mr. Galvin's
and his prose so thin over the counediting of them in an English text
tryside that little depth or color is
this book should be of special interest,
possible. There is a sameness in the
though surely to a rather limited
description, whether it is of death or
audience.
festivity. The many tribes- the Hopis,
Pimas, Jabesuas, Jamajabs, Cocomariopas, etc.-are eventually not distinINDIAN VS. INDIAN
guishable and therefore not memoraIN SERVICE OF NEW SPAIN
ble. The only really bad Indians are
the very ones we never meet but
Pueblo Warriors and Spanish Conquest
only hear of in the distance, the by Oakah L . Jones, Jr., of the U.~.
horse-thieving Apaches. Least visual Air Force Academy (Norman: Umof all is the land itself. The Grand versity of Oklahoma Press, 1966); 225
Canyon which he visits twice could pp., illus., maps, sources, index; $5.
just as well have been a large irrigaReviewer: MARTHA SEFFER O'BRYON,
tion ditch (he calls it "steep~sided
Assistant
Editor of THE PACIFIC HrSTORlike a man-made trough") .
HN, Stockton, Calif.
Most of all we notice a lack of
real action or tension in the situations
Major Jones concludes his book
described. The certain or uncertain
with: "By 1886, the last Apache
terror of frontier life and the hardresistance from the Chiricahua, Mimships of travel are never shown.
bres, and Mogollones bands bad been
There is no pride, no awe, no myth,
overwhelmed. After two hundred
though the actual scene must have
years of employment by three separshouted it. Life seems neither hard
ate governments, there was no longer
nor easy, and its drama must be supany need for the Pueblo Indian auxplied by the reader's imagination. Or
iliary in the defense and pacification
by history itself: on July 19, 1781,
of New Mexico." This sentence ties
Father Garces was beaten to death
up his study like a well rounded
by Indians rising against the Spanish,
package, for as he stated in the prethe appendix tells us. All at once
face, his purpose was "to examine
we realize- now that the tale is over
intensively the procedure, organiza- the drama that was there all along,
tion, contribution, and significance of
if we had only known how to mine it.
the Indian auxiliaries of our culture
This is a work that should be reduring a crucial century in the vital
control sector of New Spain's Northread- or better, read between the
ern frontier."
lines- for only by doing so do we
sense a life that was heroic.
The Spanish were quick to use
John Galvin's edition of this diary
men from the Pueblos when they
is handsome and supplies the beauty
realized the differences among the
that Father Garces' prose lacks. The
various tribes. They could not have
printing is spacious and elegant, as
dealt with the problem of conquest
are the paper and binding. There are
from 1704 to 1729 without such help.
elaborate maps of the journey, one
Later, the Spanish proceeded t.J unimade in those times and one in ours.
fy and organize the Indians; and beThere are good color illustrations of
tween 1776 and 1794, they effected

an alliance with the Comanches, intensifying their wars on the Apaches
and turning one band against another. Governor Anza used this classic "divide and conquer" strategy to
such advantage that the Spanish
won more and more allies among the
Indian tribes.
Students of history of the Southwest will be impressed by the long
list of sources consulted by Major
Jones in writing this book. Even
those not especially interested in conquest will find the bibliography helpful in other areas of \\1estern history
and Amerine\ ethnology.

A THING OF BEAUTY
REMEMBERED LOVINGLY
San Francisco's Enchanted Palace by
Ruth Newhall (Berkeley: HowellNorth Books, 1967); 104 pp., illus.,
no index; $7 .50.

~een

Stella?" echoed everywhere .
This is a book which those interested in California and San Francisco history should have. Ruth Newhall has verbalized well the beauty,
disappointments, frustrations, joys,
and excitment as well as the sadness
when the lights were dimmed- and
then no more.

SAGE ADVICE
FROM THE SCAFFOLD
Narrative of the Life and adventures of
Major C. Bolin Alias David Butler as
Related by Himself to A. A. Sargent(Palo
Alto, Calif.: Lewis Osborne, 1966);
87 pp., illus., maps; $10.00.
Reviewer: RoBERT E. BuRNS, President
of the University of the Pacific, life-long
student of Mother Lode lore.

To many, this book will recall
visits to San Francisco's 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition celebrating the
completion of the Panama Canal. To
others, its text and many pictures
will be an informative introduction
to the newly rebuilt Palace of Fine
Arts. Architects and art students will
be especially grateful for its detailed
drawings of friezes and reliefs.
The author traces the story of the
exposition from the time it was but
a dream to its fruition. Here was the
"brightest spot in the world" overlooking the Golden Gate, with the
magnificent Tower of Jewels shimmering in the night; with its Moorish,
Byzantine, and Roman architecture;
and with Stella, the painting that

No Western movie or TV series
could equal the story of Major C .
Bolin- who was not a major but was
named Major by his clergyman father. Alias David Butler, Bolin changed
as did many young goldseekers when
they came West. He became a gambler and a drunk. After a long series
of experiences as a fugitive, he addressed the crowd of five thousand
that had come to see him hanged,
saying:
"My advice to you all is to shun
bad company."
He was aged 27 years at the time.
It had been impossible really to
know wether Bolin had murdered a
man named Moffat as was charged,
but a Nevada City jury accepted his
guilt. He had admitted pistol whipping Moffat, but denied intent to
kill. Even his l-ife and Adventures
failed to move the jury, but as Richard H. Dillon says in his fine intro-

attracted three quarters of a million

duction, today readers find in it the

people until the words, "Have you

true story of the \Vest.

Reviewer: JEAN Rossr, lecturer, photographer, and writer.
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Jedediah Smith's blacksmiths make a bear trap
for San Gabriel Mission. From Carl Russell's Firearms, Traps ...
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The text was transcribed as Bolin
gave it by his lawyer, A. A. Sargent.
It reveals a rare gift for narrative
and holds the reader with a power
difficult to describe. It sketches the
West that was, rough and virile and
open, not the glorified West of the
usual fiction writer in this popular
field. For readers keenly interested
in California history, this book deepens the understanding of life on the
Mother Lode during its most colorful
period.
Included in this beautiful edition
of Bolin's narrative is a reprint of
the Nevada Democrat for March 3,
1858, the newspaper distributed
among the crowd gathered to watch
the execution. The only known original copy belongs to the Henry
Huntington Library of San Marino,
so the facsimile will add to the lure
of this book for the Western history
buff whose fancy favors bizarre evidences of the way law and order
were established- as often by error as
by trial- on the frontier.

W AGH! ABOUT FIXINS
MOUNTAIN MEN USED
Firearms, Traps, and Tools
Mountain Men by Carl P.
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
448 pp. plus index, illus,
:1<12.50.

of the
Russell
1967);
biblio.;

Reviewer: R. CoKE Wooo, SecretanJ
of the ]edediah Smith Society and Director of the Pacific Center for Western
Historical Studies, Stockton, Calif

Dr. Russell's death last year took
from scholarship its most dedicated
student of the Mountain Man's vocational impedimenta. Conservationists know him as a man whose
career was in that field, with special
successes as superintendent of the
Yosemite National Park. But he has
a secure place among historians of
the West for his Guns on the Early
Frontier and, now, this highly documented but very readable accout of
the artifacts used by trappers.
Quite properly, man's foibles in

haberdashery .come up for attention
in chapter one. Hatters of the world
had raised a cry for beaver long
before Lewis and Clark, and Mountain Men moved in to supply the
demand. As many as 100,000 beaver
were consumed a year, then Wagh!
The market evaporated. Some pesky
furriner (the pun if any is unintended)
had discovered how to make silk
hats. Suddenly the old trade was
gone beaver!
The significance of castor in international politics is very skilfully
sketched, with J edediah Smith in
the forefront. In 1828 he had soothed
fears of Governor Simpson, at the
Hudson's Bay Company's Fort Vancouver, by expressing doubt that
families from the United States
could make the difficult journey in
wagons to Willamette Valley. But in
1830 Smith was not at all pessimistic
in reporting to the U.S. War Department. And he trod on sound
ground when he protested joint
American-British occupancy: "The
British . . . confine the business to
the territory of the United States
. . . if th~y are not stopped from
trapping, that country will soon be
stripped of beaver."
Though this book will compete
with many another for its flowing
style, it promises to become the No.
1 reference volume on technical details overlooked by most authors. Descriptions of guns and traps and tools
are complemented by excellent line
sketches. Here are diagrams of hats,
swivel guns for pirogues, small cannons, long rifles, Indian trade guns,
beaver traps, fur presses, knives,
tomahawks, and axes of every kind.
Students of Jedediah Smith's career will be grateful to Dr. Russell

parade many names associated with
the early frontier. But Jed Smith's
break-through to California in 1826
is seen as triggering forces that
shaped the lives of many hardy men
and helped set the pattern for the
course of empire.

TUCSON WESTERNERS
WIN A SOMBRERO SWEEP
Brand Book No. 1 of the Tucson Corral
of Westerners. A Collection of Smoke
Signals, edited by Otis H. Chidester,
(Tucson: 1967); i-xii, 204 pp., double
column, imperial octavo; $15.

Reviewer: PAUL BAILEY, publisher of
the W esternlore Press, authQr, and form er Sheriff of the Los Angeles c·orral of
Westerners.

This book is precisely what it
states- a collection of Smoke Signals
- the Smoke Signal being the name
of the periodical published by the
active and historically-minded Westerners Corral of Tucson, Arizona. Attractively bound into one volume are
the first ten issues of their publication. And, lest one jump to sudden
conclusion that it is just another one
of those puff-minded compilations of
fraternal house organs, let it be just
as quickly said that this compendium,
even though coming from the press
in installments over a four-year period, possesses one important ingredient throughout-theme-with-direction.
Editor Otis H. Chidester has
scrupulously endeavored to hold the
Corral's publication efforts to the
Southwestern geographical area, and
the final result is not only a pleasing
volume to read and peruse, but a
valuable one historically. It is a

for his illuminating appraisal in the

work of many loving hands, much

chapter on "The Mountain Man in
American History." Here pass as in

time, and a dedication of effort
which is the motivating secret behind
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the amazing, world-wide fraternity of
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historically-moved souls known as the
Westerners. Out of this wonderful
brotherhood have come some of the
Great West's most valuable and
wanted studies. This first book offering of Tucson Corral is one of them.
The papers presented vary in excellence, as they vary in subject
matter and authorship. This is to be
expected, and, instead of detracting,
adds spice, variety, and excitement
to the whole. Taken fully, and across
the board, there is high enough level
of competence to satisfy any exacting
professional. For this point alone,
Editor Chidester is to be complimented.
Space will allow only a hint as to
the contents of a book of such collective scope, but a listing of the
papers by subject and author will indicate the treasure awaiting assiduous
perusal: "A Rugged Son of Arizona," by the late Charles U. Pickrell; "The Part Fort Buchanan Played
in the Civil War," by J. F. ·weadock;
"Echoes From the Little Big Horn,"
by John Alexander Carroll; "Cavalry
of Custer's Day," by J. F. Weadock;
"Biography of a Desert Church," the
story of San Xavier del Bac, by
Bernard L. Fontana; "The Desert
Dream of the South," by James Lee
Neeley; "Alamos- Sonora's City of
Silver," by Rachel French; "The
Scalp Business on the Border," by
Ray Brandes and Ralph A. Smith;
"Charles DeBrille Poston: Prince of
Arizona Pioneers," by Dr. B. Sacks;
"Fort Lowell, Arizona Territory," by
Thomas H. Peterson, Jr.; "The Sabre
Retires," by Andrew Wallace; and
"Camp Date Creek, Arizona Territory," by Sidney B. Brinckerhoff. One
thing, surely, this is a many coursed
banquet on Southwest History.
The book is dedicated, and rightly,
to Leland D . Case, co-founder of the

entire world-wide Westerners movement, Mentor . of the Tucson Corral,
editor, historian, educator, and one
of Tucson's prominent citizens .. As
a special bonus, and as a most
suitable preface to the book, Dr.
Case has ·written ·the "Origin of the
vVesterners," a firsthand account of
how it all started. It is followed by
"A History of the Tucson Corral,"
by George B. Eckhart.
And so we have another visual and
striking fruition of love and sacrifice
by a group of dedicated men- Brand
Book No. 1, of the Tucson Corral. And
it is a good one.
The Westerners of Tuc.<on have
set for themselves a high standard.

HOW A BOY GREW UP
IN A PRAIRIE 'SODDY'
The Buffalo Wallow-A Prairie Boyhood by Charles Tenney Jackson (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1967); Bison paperback; $1.60.
Reviewer: F"RANK M. STANGER, Director of San Mateo County Historical
Museum, San Mateo, Calif.
Take it from one who actually
spent his adolescent boyhood on a
prairie homestead, this book 'is for
real. It is not, as a first glance at
the title might suggest, a treatise on
the habits and habitat of the American bison. The subtitle is more exact
- A Prairie Boyhood.- with .the buffalo
wallow as a unique center of interest.
Though previously published and
reviewed as literature, it well deserves this reproduction by a university press and a reconsideration as
historical fiction. The primary function of a book in this genre is to
re-create a given place and period in
history, using the devices of plot and
personalities-in-action to illuminate

history; and if it can also amuse and
entertain, this is an added bonus.
Measured by these standards, The
Buffalo ':Vallow rings true in every
respect. It starts, for example, with
Chick, the hero, crawling out of bed
on the frozen ground in the clapboard lean-to of a sod house, then
feeding the cook-stove fire with
twisted bunches of hay and ears of
corn while someone else makes breakfast.
Customs and colloquialisms of a
frontier farm all follow: the hustle
to get seed into the ground as soon
as the frost is out; harrowing a
plowed field, "mainly a walking job"
(the understatement of the entire
book!); the corn being "laid by" at
mid-summer (no more cultivating);
and, climax of the year, the threshing
mach ine with a half-grown boy atop
the strawpile, busting himself to keep
the ever-pouring straw from piling
up on the carrier but proud as a
peacock to be "a member of the
crew."
As the story advances, one feels the
compelling fascination of the section
lines that criss-cross the endless prairie, their four-way corners and the
roads that lead straight off into
mystery. The "joggerfee" book said
there were Indians in the West,
Esquimaux to the North, "the ocean"
South, and too many people "back
East." Some exploring was inevitable, and this is part of the storyeach of the four roads turning out
to have its own climax of adventure.
The neighborhood is also typical.
There is the school, in which one
never (or hardly ever) got out of the
second reader because there was a
new teacher every year and it was
always easy to fool the new one.
There is the thrifty German farmer

the easygoing squatter family who
are there because a horse died and
they didn't make it to "Californy";
and beyond is a colony of religious
"Rooshins" who all live together and
wear funny clothes.
The dialect in which the story. is
mainly told is perhaps a little overdone in spots, but this is a matter of
personal taste. The important point
is that here, through the medium of
a boy's-eye view, we have a skilfully-drawn, living picture of the
prairie frontier at the time when the
cattle range was receding and tlte
homesteader was taking over. It is all
true, and it ain't hard to take!

A CLASSIC STUDY OF
THE GREAT NORTHERN
Lines West by Charles R. Wood
(Seattle: Superior Publishing Company, 1967); 192 pp., illus.; $12.95.
Reviewer: STEPHEN CHAPMAN, Raymond College senior, University of the
Pacific.
Lines West is a photo-history of
the Great Northern Railway from
1887 to 1967. Most of its illustrations
are from originals, one of the rarest
dating from 1864 and showing a little
4-4-0 belonging to the St. Paul &
Pacific Railroad.
The emphasis of this hard-bound
collection is on the diverse and unusual motive power and the geographical settings of the Great Northern operations. Among particular attractions are a monstrous R-2 class
2-8-8-2; an unusually articulated, an
Alco built Class Z Challenger No.
4000; and the Baldwin-Westinghouse
Class Z Motor 5005, an electric.
Lines West is a successful combin-

with a fine white house and neat

ation of technical terminology and

barbed-wire fences, contrasting with

well-researched explanations. Readers
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need not stumble over terms such as
drag, point, heeling up a curve,
"mules," braces, and varnish. The
general operating rule of "going into
the hole for the varnish" (a freight
train going into a siding to allow a
passenger train to pass) is examined
and found not always applicable. "In
some cases," explains the author,
"when heavy grades are involved, the
difficulty, delay, and expense incurred in restarting a tonnage freight
upgrade is circumvented by allowing
it to proceed without pause causing
the passenger to be ordered into the
siding."
This book shows more than 250
excellent photographs and they successfully convey the feeling of the
railroaders in the Northwest. It is
one of the great railroad classics.

WILL JAMES AND
HIS SURPRISING CAREER
Will james, the Gilt Edged Cowboy by
· Anthony Amaral (Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1967); 206 pp., illus.
biblio., index; $7.50.

Reviewer: GEORGE FITZPATRICK, editCYt
of New Mexico Magazine, Santa Fe,
N.M., and Southwest histCYfian.
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There was a time when Will James
seemed to be the true embodiment of
· The Real West. His drawings had
beauty and power; they romaticized
the Man who Rode the Range.
It now will come as a shock and
surprise to learn that he was born in
the province of Quebec, that he
spoke French until he was grown up,
that his real name was Joseph Ernest
Nephtali Dufault. When he was fifteen he left home.
James' early life in the West was
a succession of jobs. He worked on
ranches, was a mucker in the mines

at Goldfield, and even had a stint as
a rider in Western movies made in
Hollywood. But throughout all these
years of roaming, James was sketching: horses, cowboys, life on the
range . He confided to friends that he
wanted to be an artist "like that one
in Montanta"- Charlie Russell.
In 1919, he went to San Francisco,
enrolled in evening classes in art
school, and sometime later made his
first sale of sketches to the old Sunset
Magazine .. James got more commissions for sketches and illustrations, but
continued to work as a cowboy to
support himself and a wife. He lived
for awhile in New Mexico, then
moved to Connecticut briefly for
more- but disappointing- art instruction, at Yale. Friends brought his
work to the attention of New York
magazine editors, but still without
success. He was not really launched
on his career until he returned to
Nevada and wrote a story about a
bucking horse. Scribner's bought it,
then two more, then a book of articles- and James' popularity soared.
In his "autobiography" James invented a whole life and family for
himself and throughout his lifetime
he kept secret his beginnings and
his Canadian family. But success did
not sit well with him. He began to
have a drinking problem. His work
suffered. Marital woes increased.
Critics scorned his later works. In
1942, at age fifty, he died from alcoholic complications.
This, then, is the r.eal story of Will
James, a poignant, complex, and unhappy figure - but nonetheless an
authenti<; genius . Anthony Amaral has
done a remarkable job in piecing togeth er his account of a man whose
greatness might have reached even
higher plane had he not lived behind
a veil of secrecy and guilt.

Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Stuart welcomed at Stuart Library of
Western Americana by the new curator, Dr. Richard Coke Wood.

RoBERT WEsT HowARD, well-known
Western author, is researching an
article on the boyhood of JEDEDIAH
SMITH, born in 1799. He writes:
"Some interesting stuff at hand.
Amazed, among other 'mazements,
that the Jed Smith Society has never
done anything about a marker at his
birthplace town, Bainbridge (Jericho), N.Y." Should it?

Library of Western Americana. From
1957 to 1966 Mr. Stuart was director
of the California History Foundation,
which last year was reorganized on a
broader basis as the Pacific Center
for Western Historical Studies. Mr.
and Mrs. Stuart, who were recentlv
wed, are in residence at their beautiful hillside home near Pleasanton,
Calif.

Special guests at a Christmas-time
party in Stockton were MR. AND Mns.
R. R. STUART. Faculty members and
students of the University of the
Pacific dropped by to greet them in
the rooms occupied by the Stuart

Belated apologies to MABEL BRowN.
In a book review we said she edited
that brisk little magazine of history
and lore known as Bits and Pieces
at Lusk, Wyo. Delete Lusk; xnake it
Newcastle.
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Its fifth birthday was recently celebrated by the Chinese Historical
Society of America- with a dinner
starting with gai yung yin wo (bird
nest soup), of course. Society headquarters are at 17 Adler Place, San

Fort Snelling, Minn., was a kickoff point for much Western history.
That's one reason for the Fort Snelling Memorial Chapel Foundation

Francisco. ·

maintain the old chapel.

DeMarcus Brown, who for 44
years has directed the Pacific Theater of University of the Pacific, will
retire next fall. He is well known
in the Mother Lode country for his
company, which performs summers
at the Fallen House Theater in
Columbia. Restoring the old Fallon
House ·ninteen years ago was one of
the first projects of the California
Histpry Foundation.

The fourteenth annual Conference
of California Historical Societies sessions are booked for the Saddleback
Inn at Santa Ana, June 20-22. President ALBERT SHUMATE forcasts a superb program-and perhaps a record
attendance.

Not many who read these lines
have the boast proper to RANDOLPH
CooPER, who lives at El Granada,
Calif. He is but two generations removed from the 1700s. Randolph is
91; his father was born in 1844; his
grandfather in 1799!
The Western History Association
will meet in the Old Pueblo, commonly known as Tucson, Arizona,
next October. More of it anon.
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California has recovered well from
its '49 centennial-and now is readying itself for its bicentennial. It was
in 1769 that Portola set foot in the
San Diego country. (See page 54.)
With deepest sympathy to her husband and children we record the
sudden death in Manila of winsome
VIRGINiA, wife of GENERAL CARLOS P.
RoMuLo. Distinguished as orator,
editor, and diplomat, the versatile
General is concurrently President of
the University of the Philippines and
Secretary of Education-and a consultant to THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN.

( 3615 Beard Ave., . Minneapolis. Minn.
55422) seeking funds to restore and

This won't explain the beatniks
nor elucidate the hippies . But MARK
TwAIN once said: "When I was a
boy of fourteen, my father was so
ignorant I could hardly stand to
have the old man around. But when
I got to be twentyone, I was aston ·
ished at how much he had learned
in seven years."
Readers who mine Jewish history
should know that the American
Jewish Historical Society has built
a fine library on the campus of
Brandeis University at Waltham,
Mass. It has a capacity for 80,000
volumes and 3,000,000 manuscripts!
Oh yes. It's time again to remind
late-comers that the Foofarrah is a
good old Western word, signifying
something desirable, or helpful perhaps, but not necessarily essential to
life, health, and happiness. It comes
from the Mountain Man era, when
trappers got special fixins for their
squaw friends at the annual Rendezvous. If you're interested in the
word's history, look up PETER TAMONy's article "From Fofarraw to
Foofarrah" in the spring 1966 issue
of this magazine.
-ON DIT

Sun and Saddle
Leather

A Collection of Poems by

BADGER CLARK
Illustrated with Etchings by

EnwARD

BoREIN

"To read Sun and Saddle L eathe1· is to share with
the pioneers a glorious era of the American past. It is
to see
Desert ripplin' in the sun,
Mountains blue against the skyline.
It is to h ear the low moaning of the herd and to scent
the smoke of a sagebrush fire. This was the h·ue
West . . .
-RAY A. BILLINGTO N, Senior Resem·ch
Associate of Huntington Library.
This, the fifteenth ed ition of Sun and Saddle Leather was published by The ·westerners Foundation, affiliated with the University of the Pacific. A limited
number of copies are still available-at $5.00 postpaid:

BADGER CLARK MEMORIAL CENTER
Dakota '"'esleyan University, Mitchell, So. Dak. 57301

pACIFIC HISTORIAN is a
needed magazine," writes a distinguished California historianlibrarian."' "Improvement is constant-with articles that matter."
Among those that have been
scheduled for 1968 are these:

Russians at Fort Ross-The 1841 report by E. L. Chernyk (winter issue, 1967) flush ed out three more.
A Canadian scholar will interpret
and report.
He Found Ishi-A taped interview
with the man who in an Oroville
slaughterhouse found California's
last stone-age man, frightened, hungry, amiable.
Oatman Sisters-One escaped the
Apaches. New material about what
happened to her and her brother
has come to light in Oregon and
California.
Series on Jed Smith's BiographersFirst Colonel Triplett . . . Then
Dale, Neihardt, Sullivan, E. D.
Smith, Morgan, Cleland, Stella Hare,
Alson Smith

Shipwrecked Whaler-"Of 50 roundthe-horn manuscripts I've read," says
Irene D. Paden (Wake of the Prairie
Schooner), "this is the most interesting."
Japanese Come to California-Perhaps an entire issue . . . with Ki
Kimura, of Waseda, telling of Okei,
"a Japanese Joan of Arc" buried on
a California hillside.
Portola at San Diego-New I old documents uncovered in Mexico City
tell of his arrival in 1769. Next year
California celebates the bicentennial.
Fort Defiance' True Site-An amateur found tell-tale bricks on a Vancouver islet ~here Capt. Gray
wintered in 1792. A Harvard historian had erred!
Ramona and Alessandro-A perky, onthe-spot schoolma'am talked with
those who told sentimental H elen
Hunt Jackson about her characters
in real life.
Lola Montez-She was "morally careless," but winsome wiles won miners
as handily as Bavaria's King Ludwig. John Hawgoocl tells of new
finds about her.
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